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Pursuant to the 2006 LAX Settlement Agreement with airport neighbors, which paved the
way for modernization at LAX, Los Angeles World Airports (LAW A) recently completed a study
to determine the sources of air emissions from airport operations and to better understand LAX's
air quality impacts on local neighborhoods. One ofthe key findings of this Air Quality & Source
Apportionment Study was that ultrafine particles (UFPs), a subset of PM 2.5, were found to be
three to five times higher at certain study points than typical urban levels.

While there currently is no ambient air quality standard for UFP and studies on adverse
health effects have not been definitive, the expectation is that UFPs are inhaled and have the
potential to carry toxic material deep into the lungs, where they can penetrate tissue or be absorbed
directly into the bloodstream According to research by the Southern California Particle Center at
the University of California Los Angeles, UFP exposure may be a factor in cardiovascular disease
and adverse respiratory health.

As LAX is situated among residential communities, with Playa del Rey and Westchester to
the north, Lennox to the east and EI Segundo to the south, there is significant concern from
residents that these UFPs could adversely impact those that live, work, and play in local
neighborhoods.

Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is an economic driver to the region, as the 6th

busiest airport in the world. In 2012, 64 million passengers were served by the airport and 1.9
million tons of cargo was processed with an economic contribution of nearly $90 billion. It is in
the interest of the city and the region to better understand the air quality impacts of LAX
operations and the mitigation efforts that are under way.

I THEREFORE MOVE that Los Angeles World Airports (LAW A) be requested to report
to the City Council on the LAX Air Quality & Source Apportionment Study results on UFPs as C-:)
well as existing studies on possible health impacts; and that LAWA provide an overview of the ~
environmental mitigation efforts undertaken to lessen the impacts of operations, both jet and ...,.,..,..
vehicle-related, that produce emissions, including ultrafine particles, in the surrounding G)
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